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1 INTRODU?TspiON 

The TSR2 was a military strike aircreft dosigned to operate at transonio 

speeds at very low altitude and at supersonic speeds at high altitudes. It hnd 

a thin delta sting, large all-moving tail surfaces, and a long body containing 

two turbojet engines, most of the fuel and the war load. 

Extensive mind-tunnel tests (for excmplo, Refs.l,ZJ,!+) were carried out 

while the aircraft was boing designed, but no dynamic stability measurements 

were obtained and the effects of tunnel constrcints and support interference on 

some of the static stability measurements wore uncertain. There was no 

oxperienco,of,conparablo configurations on which to draw, and therefore a 

complementary progremme of freo-flight mod01 tests was undertaken, to determine 

some of the more importcnt dynamic stability derivatives and to check the 

tunnel measurements. 

In partxular thoro wore trio static stability characteristios about which 

further infomction was roquirod. The transonic tunnel tasts had shown the 

pitching-moment derivative m,,, to bo dependcnt on the angle of incidence as well 

as on Mach number. At these spoeds tho uncertainty of the tunnel measurements 

was at its greatest, and the real magnitude of the incidence effect was obscured. 

At supersonic speeds some of the tunnel tests had indicated an unexpcctodly large 

reduction in the yawing-moment derivative nv ~5th increasing Mach number. This . . 
gavo riso to some anxiety, booause it implied a necdto increase the artificial 
directional stiffness provided by the autopilot, More stringent oporational 

restrictions would thon have to bo imposed if the autopilot should fail. 

One aspoot of the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft at supersonic speeds 

itiich proved impossible to ostimato satisfactorily was tho effect of the sudden 

failure of one engino. As well as producing asymmetric changes in thrust and 
drag, this would cause yawing momants duo to intake shook movements and spillage, 

and might produoo sovore loads on tho aircroft. 

The free-flight tests wcro plannod in tzc groups, in which the principal 

objectives more rcspoctively longitudinal stability moasuremcnts at Mach numbers 

up to I.5 and latorcl stability measurements at Mach numbors up to 1.8. The 

tost schedlile is sot out in Table 1. The longitudincl-stability models were 

flown at different lift cooffioients, to provide a measure of the dependence of 

mm on the angle of incidonco, and two of the lateral-stability modsls were 

equipped tith a device to simulate engine failure. Tho experimental technique 

tns, ossontially, to disturb onch model at several different Mach numbers and 

to moasuro-and annlyso the rosponso to each disturbance. Tho oscillatory motion 
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of the models mas itiluenced by aerodynamic and inertia cross-coupling, but 

usually these effects were important only at the largest amplitudes. When the 

anclysls nas confined to moderate Lamplitudes it was generally possible to 

treat the longitudinal short-period oscillation and the Dutch roll separately, 

and thus to evaluate the derivatives associated with uncoupled motion. This 

method yielded values of the normal-force and lateral-force derivatives zw 

and yv, the rolling-moment dorivntive Cv, the pitching and yawing stiffness 

derivatives mw and nv, and the rotary d.cmping derivatives in roll, pitch and 

yaw G*, (mq + m+) and n . r 

The models were not dynamically similar to the aircraft and their roll 

behaviour was adversely affected by inertia cross-coupling. If the rate of 

roll exceeded either of the uncoupled oscillation frequencies it increased 

rapidly until the model settled into a very fast, stable autorotation. At 

the highest Mach numbers the smnllost practicable lateral disturbance induced 

autorotation, so the high-speed tests had to be abandoned and all measurements 

were confined to Mach numbers bcloa 1.5. Even at these Mach numbers auto- 

rotation was not entirely avoided, and altogether four of the eight models 

autorotated during at lens-c part of their respective flights.. Thorcfore, 

although the object of the tests was to measure stability derivatives, the 

opportunity was taken to analyse the autorotation and to compare its measured 

characteristics rrith calculations. 

The models wore flown at RAE. Lbcrporth between February 1962 and 

February 1964. Measurements of the stability derivatives were obtained within 

the rango of Mach numbers between 0.7 and I.4 at Reynolds numbers, based on 

the mean chord, between 7 and 15 million. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF TW MODELS 

2.1 Gcometq 

Eight models were built, to a common scale of l/12. The first was 

intended primarily to prove the launching technique, the flight behaviour and 

the instrumentation. Its geometry differed from that of the aircraft in 

several details and, for ease of menuf'ncture, its construction was slightly 

simplified. The remcining seven models represented the external gccmetry of 

the aircraft, and are illustrated in Figs.? and 2. The only details omitted 

from the models wore the boundary-layer divortors at the intakes, and smell 

excrescences such as fairings over flap hmgcs. The horizontal datum of the 

models corresponds to the Horizontal Fuselage Datum of the full-scale aircraft. 

The essential characteristics of all the models arc given in Table 2. 
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The aircraft bed movable centre bodies at tho intakes, to enable the 

intake mesa flow to bo matched to engine requirements under various flight 

conditions. The model centre bodies were fixed in s position repesenting the 

aircraft configuration et BI = 2. The flow through the models was regulated by 

choosing a tailpipe cross-section eren which would choke et supersonic speeds 

and ollovr the intake to r-en critically, i.e. with the conical shock on the lip, 

at M = 2. At the lower LIcch numbers of the free-flight tests the shock system 

~uld have boon forvmrd of the lip end some spillage must have occurred. The 

models cnrried c pyrotechnic flare inaida each tnilpipo to facilitate visual 

trackingzfrom the ground. 

The tcil aurfcccs were fixed, with n small difforontiel cngle betxeen the 

two helvea of ench toilplane. A mosn angle wes chosen for each model to produce 

the required longitudinal trim; the dlfferontial an&o, which was less then half 

a del;ree, ensured that the model performed a barrel roll about a belliatio 

trajectory and. did not strey outside the snfoty limits of the range. 

2.2 Construction 

Although the models wore goometric.olly aimilcr to the aircraft they wore 

not intended to bc dynamicslly similar. Construction was simple end sturdy, to 

produce models that vjOre as nearly rigid as poaaiblo. Each mod& wes built 

around c cast megnasium-alloy box, which occupied the space betwecn the ducts 

and held most of tho inatnunentation (Fig.2(@). A vertical aluminium-alloy 

plate projected forward from the box and formed e load-bearing spine through 

the forward part of the body (Fig.2(a)). The parts of the rear body which 

carried the tail loads were cast in magnesium alloy, but the more lightly 

stressed parts of the outer walls of the ducts and the forward pert of the body 
were moulded in resin-bonded glass cloth, with lo& reinforcements of metal. 

The wing and tail aurfnces nere machined from solid aluminium alloy. All joints 

in the ducts were sealed. The sidca of the forebody were detachable, and this 

enabled lead ballast to be attached to the spine of the complete model to adjust 

its c.g. position &+3.2(e)). 

3 ExpERDIEN'I!4L TECIINIQUE 

The models wore launched from the ground and reached their maximum velocity 

in about 3 seconds (Fig.6). The booster rockets (Fig.2(c)) were detached when 

they stopped thrusting and the experimental measurements were made while the 

models were decelerating in froe flight. Boundary-lqyycr transition wea allowed 

to oocur naturally. 
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3.1 Pulse rockets and ewine-failure simulator 

Every model was equipped ui.th 18 or 20 single-shot pulse rockets in the 

forward part of the body, attached to the central spine (Fig.2(e)). They were 

fired at predetermined times through ports in the body skin, downwards to 

excite the longitudinal short-period oscillation of the model ani sideways to 

excite the Dutch roll. The firing sequence,nhich was generally different for 

each model, was accomplished by moans of a sequonoe stitch driven by a clock. 

In each of the first five models the clock was started by an inertia trip 

actuated by the initial acceleration of the model, and the firing circuit 

included two arming switches that were closed by sustained longitudinal 

acceleration. Thus three components more designed to function only after the 

model had left the ground, when it was too late to remedy a failure. After 

model 3 had suffered a clock failure in flight and its roplocement, model 5, 

had flown without a single pulse rocket being f'irod, the firing system was 

changed. In each of the last three models the entire firing circuit was 

duplicated, and both clocks were startod by remote control before the model 

left the ground. 

Two of the models, Nos.4 and 7, were equipped with a device for simulating 

the sudden failure of one engine in flight. This consisted of a perforated 

door, freely hinged to the inboard wall of the starboard duct. The door could 

be retracted completely by swinging it forward into a recess in the duct wall, 

where it was secured by a spring clip. The model was launohod with the door 

retraoted and, at a predetermined time, an emlosivc actuator was fired to 

release the door from the clip and push it out of the recess. Then the kinetic 

pressure of the air flowing through the duct slammed the door into position 

across the duct and held it there for tho rest of the flight. The door ms 

near the maximum cross-section of the duct and produced 9 per cent blockage. 

3.2 Instrumentation 

Every model carried a radio-Doppler transponder to provide measurements 

of velocity, and standard LA.%. 465 Xc/s telemetry equipment to p-Ovid0 

measurements of pressure and acceleration. The ranges of'measurement are set 

out in Table 3. Kane of the instrumentation was duplicated, but in the first 

three representative models (Nos.2,3 and 4) two normal accelerometers were 

installed at the c.g. One had a range of mcasurcarnt chosen to Cover the pro- 

dieted maximum accclorations; the other had a high range to cover the larger 

accelerations associated with autorotation. The positions of the accelerometers 

in the individual models arc set out in Table 4 and a typical arrangement is 

shown in Fig.3. 
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Analysis of the Dutch roll requires a knowledge of the smplitude and 

phase relationships between the roll, ysw and sideslip components. Therefore, 

in each of the models equipped to measure lateral stability (N0~.4,6,7 and 8) 

the three lateral accelerometers were matched to have the same response 

characteristics, so that corrections for instrument phase lags wxild be 

siaplifiod. 

In the first six models the mstmmontation wcrked well, but in the last 

two models faults occurrcd'in the data channel talemetering angular accoloration 

in roll. In model 7 it failed completely half a second aftor the model left the 

ground, and in model 8 it developed an intermittent fault tiich caused sudden 

changes of signal frequency to occur when the equipment vms jolted by the firing 

of pulse rockets (Fig.4). However, subsequent laboratory experiments enabled 

the intermittent fault to bo diagnosed, and its effects nera corrected during 

analysis of the data without any appreciable loss of accuracy. 

Fig.4 shows part of the record of telemetered data from model 8. Apart 

from the fault on the roll acceleration channel, thu is a good example of the 

kind of record obtained from all the models and illustrates the flight behaviour 

clearly. 

3.3 Pm-flight measurements 

When each model was ready to fly its might, c.g. position and inertia 

chcractoristics were measured. !i'he moments of inertia about three axes through 

the c.g., parallel or perpendicular to the geometric datum planes of the model, 

more measured by suspending the model on two Y?IJWS of equal length and swinging 

it as a bifilar pendulum about each axis in turn. Corrections mxe applied to 

account for the mass of the vsiro attachments. The upper ends of the wires ware 

attached to a beam vhioh could be held at any angle. The angle between the 

principal axis of inertia of the model and its horizontal datum plane was 

measured by finding the inclination of the becm, and thus of the model, at which 

the period of oscillation of the model in yaw was a maximum. The product of 

inertia was then cclculnted. 

3.4 Experimentcl accuracy 

-!l'he models were trnckod from the ground by radar, synchronised kine- 

theodolites and a multi-station radio-Dopplar system. Thus there were several 

nays in which histories of the position and velocity of every model could be 

obtained with considerable accuracy. The uncertninty in the velocity measure- 

ments arose almost entirely from the cormction for rend velocity, and is about 
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+-lo ft/sec. The local speed of sour12 was ceJ.culated from radio-sondo measure- 

ments of air temperature, ana is nccurate to within +I ft/sec. The resultant 

uncertainty in Mach number is therefore about -+O*Ol. 

Most of the uncertainty in the exporimcntdvaJ.ues of mm and zw is due 

to the uncertainty of measurement of the.longitudinnl short-period frequency. 

This was about +2 per cent, and the resultant uncertainty in mwis about 

+4 per cent and in .zm about $6 per cont. The domping of the short-period 

oscillation wns measured to within +I0 per cant, and the resultant uncertainty 

in (mq + m%) is about 220 per cent. 

The lateral derivatives that wore evaluated from vector diagrams depend 

on the aznplitude ratios and phase angles between the component osoilletions 

of the Dutch roll. The ratio of the sidosllp amplltudc to that of c was 

determined to within about +2 per cent and the corresponding phase angle to 

within about ?$ dogroe. The romnining amplitude ratios were measured to within 

about 25 per cent and the phase onglos to tiithin +3 degrees. The resultant 

uncertainties in the derivatives arc, approximntely, e 
P 

+I2 per cent, 

&v t6 per cent, nr i8 per cent and nv +4 per cent. The uncertainty in the 

values of yv cbtninod andytioclly is about +6 per cent, like that of zw. 

In general the linenr normal and latord acccleromcters were offset from 

the roll axes of the models by distances of the order of an inch (Table 4). 

As a result they recorded line& accelerations inducea by the oscillations in 

roll as wall as by those in pltch and yna. The acoolerations duo to the 

rolling notion were generally less than O*Sg, and sinoe this is smaller thn 

the uncertainty of measurement of most of the ncccleromotcrs the flight 

measurements were not corrected for this effect. 

Three of the nodals carried a longitudinal nccclcromcter with a range cf 

5g and an uncertainty of measurement of 0*05g. At Mach numbers near I.4 the 

retardation of the models NW about 2-5g an& the uncertainty of measurement 

w&s thus about +2 per cent. At Mach numbers near 0.8 the deceleration was 

about 0*5g, so the uncertainty of neasuroment was about +I0 per cent. The 

drag of,the models mitiiout longitudinal. accelerometers was obtained by 

differentiation of the radio-Doppler velocity moasuromcnts with-generally 

similar uncertainties. At transonic speeds, where the rate of change of drag 

was the greatest, the radio-Doppler measurements wore-probably slightly 

inferior to the accelerometer measurements. 
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In calculating the uncertainties 12 in the results presented in this report 

it has been assumed that errors which occurred in the flight measurements were 

independent of each other. It should be emphasised that these are the maximum 

uncertbintids associated with individual numerical vclues. The errors in the- 1 

curves drawn through all the data are likely to be much smeller. - - 

4 FLIGHT BEHAWX?? 

4.1 Autorotation 

Beforo the tests began the responses of a model to pulse-rocket disturbnnoes 

VETO calculated with the aid of an analogue computer, using aerodynamic data for 

hf = 1 *6. It was found that mfion the model c.g. was within the range of aircmft 

c.g. positions a single lateral pulse rookot could initiate a stable autorotation. 

The risk appeared to be eliminated by moving the c.g. forward, and accordingly 

cl1 the modols were ballasted to bring thclr o.g. positions close to the mean 

quartor-chord point. 

!Iho first three models were-launched at Naoh numbers near 1.5. Model 1 

rollod rapidly after a lateral disturbnnoe, but it recovered and flew on 

normally. Since the wing of tho first modal hcd a surface formed by a number 

of flat faoos, the rapid rolling was attributed to an asymmetric flow separation 

from one of the ridge lines. This judgmont soomod to be vindicated when the 

second and third models, which had the oorroct inng sootions,' did not autorotate. 

However, model 4 was launched at W = 1.8, and the disturbanoe which it received 

whon it shod its booster rocket startod an autorotation which persisted for the 

rest of the flight. This suggested that tho behaviour of the first model had 

been due to cross-coupling effects and not to a local flow separation. Further 

calculations, of tho effoots of combined lateral and longitudinal disturbanoos, 

showod that the autorotation of both models was accountable in terms of their 

known aerodynamic and inertial characteristics. liloroovor it becsmo clear that 

if boostor-rocket soparation had not caused model 4 to autorotate a singlo 

lateral pulse rocket at II = I.7 would have done so. Therefore attempts to 

measure letoral stability at the highor Mach numbers wcrc abandoned and the 

four ronaining models wore all flown at Mach numbers below 1.5. , 

In order to reduce stitl further the risk that these models would auto- 

rotate, the magnitudes of the pulse-rocket yawing moments were held below the 

least voluos calculated to oause autorotation. In spite of this two of the last 

four models autorotated (Nos.6 and 7) but only at subsonic spoeds. A full 

account of tho calculations is given in the Appendix: 



The initial development of the autorotation was extremely rapid, with 

angfiar accelerations in roll up to 5000 deg/sec2. At the same time the angle 

of incidence increased to 10 degrees or more, and there were corresponding 

increases in the normal acceleration and the drag. The high drag caused the 

speed to fall very rapidly: for example, model 4 decelerated from M = I.8 to 

M P 0.8 in 3 seconds. The frost model in the scrios was the only one to recover 
from autorotation, but it did not accurately represent the aircrsft and its 

rates of rotation differed from those of the other models. Three of the fully- 

representative models autorotated, at rates that were at least an order of 

magnitude higher than that of the intended barrel roll and mere roughly pro- 

portional to Mach number. Some of the characteristics of their motion a-e 

discussed in section 6.3. 

4.2 Gmeral behaviour 

Because the models were all forced to roll continuously, their flight 

paths approximated to ballistic trajectories (Fig.5). Glels 4, 6 and 7 fell 

short of the rest because they lost spcod very rapidly \&on they autorotated. 

A typical Mach numbor history for one model is shown in Fig.6, rind the variation 

of Reynolds number with Mach number for all the models IS shown in Fig.7. 

When they were not autorotating, all the models rolled slovrily in the 

intended durcction (Fig.8). Apparent dtifcrenoes between the rolling 

effectiveness of the control surfaces on the individual models are accountable 

in terns of the small mounts of twist, within the prescribed tolerances, which 

occurred in the wing and tall surfaces during manufacture. Ths roll behaviour 

of model 5 differed somewhat from that of the other models! and its rate of 

roll changed sharply at nbout M = O-97. 

In spite of their forward c.g. positions all the models experienced a 

pronounced transonic change of longitudinal trim. This was severe enough to 

excits a short-period oscillation (Fig.38) or to modify the motion if the model 

was already oscillating (Fig.39). 

It proved very difficult to excite a pure longitudinal oscillation. The 

pulse rockets were all offsot from the mo&el centre lines and oven when they 

were fired downward in symmetrical pairs thoy usually produced both a longi- 

tudinal and a lntoral disturbance, probably beccusc thoy falled to synchronise 

perfectly. Fortunately the amplitudes of the lstcrnl oscillations excited in 

this way were usually not large enough to affect the longitudinal motion 

significantly through cross-coupling. 
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Evidence of cross-coupling appeared in the records of the motion excited 

by booster separation and by the lateral disturbances. The Dutch roll that 

followed a lateral disturbance wns always accompanied by a longitudinal 

oscillation, which divergedat first as energy was fed into it from the IntereLl 

motion (Figs.& and 39). Sometimes the waveform of the roll osclllotion wns 

distorted, but usually this was significant only at the largest amplitudes 

(Fig.&). The longitudinal oscillations were more strongly damped than the 

Dutch roll. This enabled the laterctl oscillations to be analysed when the 

contribution to them from the longitudinal motion, through cross-coupling, had 

become negligible. 

5 AiETilODS OF ANLYSIS 

5.1 The eauntions of motion 

For the purpose of analysis svcry flight was divided into e sequence of 

convenient timo intervals during onch of which the noro&wmio derivatives, and 

thus the h'lach number, were assumed to be constant. Usually the intervals betwoen 

the firing of suooossive groups of pulse rcckots wore appropriate but at tronsonic 

speeds, where some of the derivatives changed rapidly with Mach number, shorter 

intervnls had to bo used. 

The assumption of a constant Mach number allowed the motion to bo regarded 

as having only flvc dogroes of freedom. This motion is &scribed, relntive to 
body axes, by the classical equations of aircraft motion which are set cut in 

the Appendix. The oquations have beon simplified by neglecting the vory small 

acro$ynamic dorivotivcs; those include 6Ll second derivatives and all accelera- 

tion dorivativos except m; . For flight simulation on the analogue computer 
the 8vw cross-coupling term and 011 the inertia cross-coupling torms were 

retained, but they were not tekcn into account in tho analysis of the flight . / 

records. The longitudinal analysis5 was based on the assumption of a pure 

longitudinal motion, end tiius specifically excluded cross-coupling effects. 

The lateral motion was anrlyscd by means of vector diagrams 6,7 , which can 

represent a dnmpcd oscillation only when ell components of the motion have the 

same frequency and. dcmping factor. Therefore tho cross-coupling terms could 

not be hnndlod and were, necessarily, assumed to be sero. Most of them wore in 

fact extremely smell end their om$ssion from the analysis is unimportant. 

Omission of the aerodynamic terms in Cvw and nvm may have introduced smCL1 

errors, and these are discussed in section 5.3. 
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5.2 Lowitudind motion 

!l!he longitudinal short-period oscillation was anillysed by using the 

method evolved by Voepel specifically to suit the requirements of free-flight 

model experiments. l'he analysis is set out in full in Ref.5, and leads to the 

following expressions for the derzvotives and the manoeuwe margin: 

All the necessary information was obtained from the records of normal 

acceleration. When longitudinal and latc2x.l 0sciLlatlons occurred simultaneously 

it was sonetimes nocessnry to begin the nnnlysis nt the second or third oyclo, 

after both oscillations had daped suffioicntly to mnke cross-coupling 

insignificant. 

Additional values of zw wrc obtained by plotting CL against a. 

5.3 Lateral motion 

me principal method of evaluating the lateral derivatives was to solve 

the equations of motion grcphically by constructing vector diagrams 697 . 

Supplementary v,aTiuos of nv nnil some v,Ques of y v were cnlculnted by methods 

analogous to those used to obtain III,{ and zw from the longitudinal motion. 

The telexotored data provide& histories of the angular acceleration in 

roll 5, the lateral accelerations at the nose, c.g. and tail, and the dif- 

forential prcssurcs induced by sideslip on the probes fixed in the noses of the 

models. The flight records were analysed to determine the frequency and 

damping of the Dutch roll, rind the amplitude ratios and phase relationships 

between the component oscillations in sideslip, roll and yaw. The $ vector ~3s 

chosen arbitrarily ns the reference to which all Nnplitude ratios and phase 

angles were related. 



_ The characteristics of the motion in yaw snd in aidedip were determined 

from the laterd accoloration measurements. Although aideslip measurements wers 

providea by the proboa'in the m&l noses, the aTplltude and phase angle of the 

aidealip oscillation wQre obtained with grczter accuracy from a vector solution 

of the kinematic equation 

"Y 
= z@+r) . 

The roll end y3iv oquatlona each contained three unknown derivatives, and 

these had to be roduccd to two befora vector solutions co@ be obtained. 

Therefore eatlmatcd valuoa of the dcrivativca that contributed least to the 

Dutch roll, nsmcly Cr and n , worQ used. The vector dingrsma (kg.27) 'then. 
P 

yielded vduea of G 
P' 

dv, nr and nv. 

The terms coupling the lateral andlong~tudind motions can be zxpreaented 

by vedtora that rotate with respect to thoao repreacnting the uncoupled motion. 
A qualitntive indication of the rolativo importance of thoac coupling terms, and 

of the errors introauccd by leaving them out of the anslyai.8, is obtained by 

auperimpoaing.tbe circles swept out by the coupling vectors on the diagrams of 

the uncoupled motion. The relative mC&@ltUdQS of tho coupling tcrma, and thus 

the sizes of the circloa, change continuously crs tho oacdlations drrmp out. 

Two of the largest coupling terms, cnlculatcd from Kdues of the coupling 

dcrivatxvca obtaind from win+tunnel teats, are roprcaented in this way in 

Fig.27. Thoy are shown at an instant appro&ndtcly half-way betmeon two . ' 

successive disturbances, when the 1ongitMinr.l oscillation had damped to about 

15 per c&t of its initial amplitude end the lat&al oaczllntion to about 

60 por cent. Although those coupling terns are not insignificant it is clear 
that t&x- omission from the analysis has not introduced gross Qrrors into tho 

results. 

The siaQ-force derivative yv wna evaluated in tpio ways, by plotting C 
Y 

against p and by mcnns of the QxprQaaion 

i 2 
Yv = - T Wn2 D2 ' (6) 

This is aAeJ.ogous to oquntion '(2) and was derivea in a similar way, .teking 

account of the froodom in roll. . . 

Some additional values of nv were obtained by moana of an expression 

dorived by Thomas and MournarkS: 1 



iC n =- 
v p2 

(tin2 2j2 - z ev . 

All the necessary experimental data were obtained from the records of lateral 

ncceleration; the 4v term was small compared to the frequency term c.nnd wils 

obtained accurately enough by using estimated values of &v. The values of nv 

given by equation (7) agree closely mith those obtcined fmm the vector 

diagkms, because both methods derive from the same equation and both take 

some account of the freedom in roll. In practice, different errors and 

uncertainties were introduced because the experimental dnto were manipulated 

in different ways in the two tuchniques, and the results were effected slightly 

by the values chosen for nP in the vector diagram and for ev in equation (7). 

Nevertheless equation (7) enabled nv to bc c,CLculatcd when there mere not 

enough dota available to construct a vector diagram, or when the record of 

roll acceleration was of poor quelity. 

The oxporimentnl results-were not si@Cficantly affected by the steady 

rolling motion that was imposed on ovcry model for the seke of si?fety. Its 

contribution to inertia cross-coupling was negligibly small and its associated 

sidesiip angle, induced through the derivative R 
P' 

was too small to be detected 

in the flight records. 

5.4 Adjustments for different c.g. positions 

Tho v,eluos of rnv and nv in this report have been adjusted to relate to a 

common axis position at 0.262 C. This is the c.g. position of model 8, which 

provided tho most reliable data. The adjusted values were obtained from the 

original measurements by means of the relationships 

Ax 
m =m --F= ", 1) % = 

AX 

n =n +sy ’ 
“A v1il v 

(8) 

(9) 

The values of sm and yv for these expressions ccre rend from the smooth curves 

in Figs.15 and 32. 

The monsurcmcnts of the danping derivntives (mq + rn;) and nr have not 

been adjusted, and each value relates to the c.g. position of the model from 

tiich it rms obtained. 
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6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In Figs.15 to 32 the free-flight measurements are compfmd with cofe& 

pending data from other sources, suitably adjusted to a c.g. position at -.- -- -. _ _ ._ . . 
0.262 c. The static derivatives are compared with wind-tunnel measurements' 

obtained.from a model with fnired intakes. The,dyr+mcpllc derivati+aro compnr0d 
IO with,estimates , which were calculated by theoretical metho& but _ 

incorporated as much information as possible from tho vtind-tunnel tests: . 

Inevitably some judgment was used in combining theories appropriate to different 

ranges of bIach number. 

6.1 Longitudinal stability 

Akxny of the longitudinal oscillations were accompanied by lateral . - 
. . 

oscillations. This seldom nffected the short-period frequency but the transfer 
of onorgy botwoan the twdmodds' often hod E( Si@ficant effect on the lOngi- ,_ 

tualndL danping. All moasuremcnts affected by cross-coupling have been rejected, 

and thus thcrc are fewer points on tho dsnping curve (Fig.13) than on the fre- 

quency curve (Fig.12). Where rclinble dcmping measurements were not available _ -- 
the reduced frequency (Pig.14) was calculated from the damped frequenc$ kXmn?- 

merits only, v&th very little loss of accuracy because the frequenoies.were SO 

high. 

The two methods used to ovdluato sw have produced results that support 

each othor very well (Fig.15). They define the cur& clesrly at subsonic and 

supersonio speeds, although nt transonic speeds they e.+o raihcr scattered;' 'At- 

Mach numbers nround'0.9 the mcnsuroments appear td lie dn two'distinct curves,- 
: 

but this may be fortuitous. Only one curve his been drawn through the'data; its 

ordinates wore oalculated from thoso of the mw and Hm curves, which are.comi 

paratively,well defined at transonic spcods (Figs.16 and 18). The t&sonic 

loss Of sw, indicated by the majority of the free-flight measurements, does not 

appear in tho wind-tunnol noasumnonts and there is insufficient evidence to 

show its cause. 

The mw curve (Fig.16) reflects tho shape bf the frequency curves, because 

mw is rclntod to the square of the reduced fre$uenoy. ht Ma&number!, between 

O-8 and 0.9 the monsure.m?nts from model 2 lio consistently above those from 

model 8 and thus confirm, at least at low'lift coefficients, that mw is a '. 

function of CL at transonic SFeQaS. 

Measurements of rotary dxnping in pitch (mq + rnd are confined to Mach 

numbers below 1.3 (Fig.17). IO ht low supersonic speeds they confirm the estimate , 
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but at subsonic speeds they indicate a constant level of' rotary damping 

generally slightly greater than the estimate. 

6.2 Lateral stability 

The amplitudes of some of the Dutch roll oscillations, especially those 

of model 2,'were'very small (Fig.19). ~V!hk~e them frequency could be measured 

satisfactorily it was' sometimes impossible to measure the damping. Thus there 

arc fewer experimental points on the damping curve (Fig.%) than on the 

frequency curves'(Figs.20 and 22). - 

There 1s a pronounced trough in the frequsncy curves at high subsonic 

speeds, with a minimum value at about bI = 0.96. Between this Mach number and 

II = I.25 the measunoments from models 2, 6 and 8 lie on three quite separate 

curves, which differ by amounts that are too great to be caused by the dif- 

feronces between the model inertiss and c.g. positions. 

The amplitude ratios and phase relationships between the oscillations 

in sideslzp, roll and yaw are plotted in Pigs.23 and 24. The vector diagrams 

were drawn from the actual experimental data, not from the smoothed ~~1710s. 
. . 

' The experimentcii values of i? 

estimatcs'o 
P 

and nr (Figs.28 and 3) confirm the 

at subsonic speeds, but at supersonic speeds both derivatives are 

larger than the estimates. 

Tho~expcrimental curves of tho three sideslip derivatives have seversl 

features in common (Figs.2?, 31 and 32): They oil show a marked change in 

1~01 at transonic speeds, and at suporsonio speeds they tend to fall as the 

Mach numbor increases. At transonic spcods there IS a more or less sevcro 

trough in all the curves,.with a minimum value at about M = 0.96. These 

variations in the sidesllp derivatives are probably assoclatcd with variations 

in fin effectiveness, but it is impossible to deduce from the free-flight 

measurements what the cause of the troughs may be. The corresponding troughs 

in the wind-tunnel curves are much smaller. 

The nv curves (Fig.31) reflect the pattorn,of the frequency curves, and 

at Mach numbars between 0.9 and I.25 the results from throo modols lie on 

widely separntcd lines which indicate a progressive loss of nv rvith'xncreasing 

lift coefficient. The relationship bctwccn CL and nv is not linear. These 

measurements show that, within tie range of lift coefficients covered by the 

free-flight tests, nv 1s extremely sensitive to CL at transonic speeds. 
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6.3 Autorotation 

Three of the fully-representative models autorotated (models 4, 6 and 7). 

Their waights, moments of inertia and tailplane settings differed slightly fmm 

each other, but the characteristics of their autorotation were surprisingly 

consistent. 

The mean rate of roll was roughly proportional to Mach number and was of 

the order of 1000 degrees/set (Fig.%). :Ihen pulse rockets were fired they 

excited oscillations that mere superimposed on the rolling motion. Sometimes 

the pulse rockets checked the autorotation momentarily, by reducing the rate of 

roll and the angle of incidence, but the models always reverted to autorotation 

(Figs..33(b) and 36). The oscillations in roll, pitch and yaw that were excited 

by the pulse rockets were all coupled together, at a frequency slightly less 

than double the mean rate of roll (Fig.35). 

Normal-force and side-force cocfficionts during autorota-tion are plotted 

in Figs.36 and 37. The highost levels are assoolated with the fully-developed 

autorotation; the troughs in the curves shorn the temporary effects of pulse- 

rocket dzsturbances. 

The anelogue computations predicted the mean rates of roll adequately 

(Fig.34) but they indicated frequenoios of osoillation about the mean rates 

that were roughly half those measured in flight. Analytical treatment of the 

oquatlons that wore set up on tho computer; with some simplifying assumptions, 

showed that in fact two frequencies are possxble at any Mach number. The higher 

one corresponds to the actual frcquoncy measured in flight and the lower one to 

the aneJ.og& solution (Fig.35). Ihe factors that detcrmino which frequency 

occurs in a particular situation nere not investigated. The roll oscillations 

that occurred in flight were dempcd (Fig.33) whereas those indicated by the 

computer nor-0 undamped or dlvorgcnt (for example, Fig.5l(a)). This difference 

probably occurred hecauso the equations zero linearised and related to a oon- 

stant flight velocity, whereas the actual motion was non-linear and the flight 

spood was falling rapidly. 

The dynamic behaviour of the aircraft cannot be inferred from the model 

behaviour because they wore not dynamically similar. Therefore, following the 

autorotation incidents on the models, the rollbohaviour of the full-scale 

aircraft was ro-exsminod throughout the flight envelope, using an analogue 

computer. The same equations were used for the aircraft as for the models, 

with the latest aerodynamic data. These calculations indicated that the air- 

craft would not get into an autorotational motion from aw likely flight 
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condition. This result should bo reliable, because the onset of model auto- 

rotation end the resultant rates of roll were predicted correctly by the same 

procedure. 
. . 

6.4 Effects of simulated ongino failure 

The suiiaen failure of one engine in flight was simulated in model 7 by 

partially blocking the starboard duct at M = 1*295.(see section 3.1). The 

blocking dovice remained in position for the rest of the flight and thus 

permitted mensuremont of some of the effects of flying with one engine out. 

&en the ductwas blocked the model was still oscillating slightly after 

separating fron its booster rocket. The only immediate effects of the sudden 

blockage were an extremely small change in the lateral trim and a barely 

detectable increase in the amplitude of the lateral oscillation (Fig.39). 

There was no longitudinal disturbance or change of trim. At Mach numbers 

below I.295 the longztudinal stability remained the same as that of the 

symmetrical models (Figs.40, 41, 42 and 43) but the lateral stability was 
significantly worse. Although the daqing of the Dutch roll wns not affected 
(Fig.44) tho transonic lassos of nv and yv wcro noro severe and were spread 

over a wider range of Mach numbers (Figs.45 and 46). Unfortunately none Of 

the other lateral derivatives could bo evaluated because of the failure of 

the angular acoeloromet.or used for the roll measurements. - . 

Spillage from the intake ~oulcl have increased as soon as the duct was 

blocked, and mould have become progressively greater as the Nach number 

decreased. This would have affected the flow over the rear body, particularly 
if the spillage air soparatod from the sharp lip of the intake, and*could have 

brought about a loss of fin effoctivoness. Only flow changes effecting the fin . . 
could have caused simultaneous changes in yv and nv of the kind measured here. 

There is nothing to,show why these effects were mnfinod to Mach numbers between 

0.8 and I.25 or why the tailplane, and thus the longitudinal stability, was not 

similarly affected. It must be romenborod that the intake geometry was fixed 

in these tests. The effects of an aotual engine fnilure.might be alleviated by 
altering the intake geometry, but tho complex nature of the intake flow " makes 
this impossible to predict. It seems likely that the adverse effect of spillage 
on the lateral stability will be greater at highor'angles of incidence, because 

then more air will spillbver the top of tho intnkos to affect the fin. 
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6.5 Duct flow and drag 

The only measurements that were made in the ducts were the static pressures 

at the maximum cross-sections and at the ends of the tailpipes. The ratio 

between these two pressures served to indicate *ether the tailpipe had choked 

at supersonic speeds. Measurements were made in both ducts in the first five 

models but only in one duct in the other three. 

The measurements established that the tailpipes wore invariably choked 

at supersonic speeds, but they also showed that there wore considerable 

differences between the prossure ratios in the indivldusl ducts (Fig.47). 

These mere far too large to have been caused by the small differences in duct 

geometry a&lowed by the dimensional tolerances, and they suggest that there 

were maJorSdifferences between the internal flow patterns. These could have 

originated at the Intakes. The forebody boundary layers were not diverted, and 

in passing through the intake shocks they may have thickened or separated in 

different ways. From so little information it is impossible to determine, even 

roughly, how the internal drag may have been affeotod. 

The curves of total drag for six models are plotted together in Fig.@. 

All the models trimmod at different lift coefficients and the drag measurements 

therefore include different amounts of drag due to lift and trim drag. They 

also include unknown contributions from the internal drag of the ducts, and in 

any case they are SUbpCt to some uncertainty of moasurcment (see section 3.4). 

In view of the uncertain quality of the drag measurements a drag breakdown has 

not been attempted. 

7 c0rUJJ510Ns 

In gomral the longitudinal stability measurements support the tunnel 

measurements and the estimates, but there is an unexpeoted drop in sw and mw 

at trnnsonic speods. At supersonic speeds the estimated fall in rotary damping 

(m4+mG) with increasing Mach number is oonfirmod. 

There are sovornl notable differences botwoen the la&-al stability 

measurements and tho corresponding estimates and tunnel meaauraents. At 

subsonx speeds Cv and yv are significantly lower than the tunnel measurements, 

and at supersonic speeds C 
P 

and nr are considerably higher than the estimates. 

The three sideslip derivatives Ev, nv and yv have several features in common, 

of whzch the most important are a pronounced drop at transonic speeds and a 

steady fall with inoreasing Mach number at supersonic speeds. Both these 

effects are consistent tpith losses of fin effectiveness. At transonic speeds 
and low lift cocfficicnts the nv measurements show a remarkable sensitivity to CD. 
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The transient effects of 8 simulated engine failure at M = 9.295 were 

negligible. With one engine duct partially blocked the longitudinal stabi.lit;y 

remained unaffected, but the transonic loss of lateral stability became more 

severe end was spread over a tider range of Mach numbers. These effects must 

be associated with tho increased spilldge from the intake, and are likely to 
become worse at highor M,&?s of incidence. 

Some of the models autorotated after latersl disturbances, and their 

behaviour was investigated by menns of an sndoye computer. The aocurwy with 

which the computer forecast model behaviour indicates that the conditions 

causing autorotation of tha full-scale aircraft oanbe rclisbly determined in 

tho same wcry. Sinoc ctircraft with most of thoir mass distributed lengthwise 

are particulnrly prone to autorotation, future free-flight tests of such 

configurations should always be preceded by a thorough investigation of their 

dynamic behaviour. 
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Appendix 

ANALCCUE COXPUT!~ION OF THR EFFXTS OF CROSS-COUPLING 

ON 'IX.E RESPONSE OF THE MODELS 

by 

A. Jean Ross, Ph.D. 

A.1 Introduction 

As described in this Report, the experimental technique was to disturb 

the free-flying model from its equilibrium flight path by a series of pulse 

rockets fired at intervals, so the-t the stability derivatives could be obtained 

by analysis of the resulting response. The first analogue computation was done 

before'the flight tests began in order to determine- 
. . 

(i) whether the proposed pulse rockets were of sufficient thrust, and 

suitable duration, to give disturbances of sufficient magnitude for acourate 

measurement, 

(ii) the time required between the firing of successive pulse rockets to 

allow the oscillations to decay, and 

(iii) the effects of any cress-coupling of the longitudinal and lateral 

modes. 

Since the models had tine majority of their mass distributed along the 

fusolago, and therefore smsll inertia in roll, their behaviour in roll could be 

expected to be lively. In fact, it was found that the rate of roll could, 

under some flight test conditions, become large enough to cause the model to 

autorotate, and the cross-coupling prcblom became the pa5mary one. A fourth 

objective of the computations was added during the course of the flight tests, 

to determine the maximum disturbance, due to separation from the booster rocket 

or due to tho pulse rockets, for which tho modol would not automtate, SC that 

the remaining experiments could be planned to avoid autorotation. 

A.2 Esuations of motion, and data used in the ansloguo computation 

It was assumed that the variation in forward speed following a disturbance 
vrould be small for the first few seconds, so that t'nc equations of motion 

appropriato to fivo degroos of freedom (v, w, p, q, r) wrs used. The inertia 

cross-coupling torms were all retained (including the product-of-inertia terms, 

since wind-body axes wore used) and the aerodynamic cross-coupling arising from 
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the rolling and yavring moments due to combined incidence and sideslip WerO 

also considered. For horizontal flight, at very small lift, the eqUatiOnS Of 

motion become:- 

yv%+yB = -& $-p$+r 
t 3 

W+ % v 33 = -&-[~-q+p~] 

& ~+dp Jf+er y+ev17 $ ;+8$+4B VV = 1' [Ai, - (2-C) qr-E(pq+;)] 
pds 

.:. (A3) 

.- 
m m+m. =+lll G 

WV w2 qv + "B = -& 1% - (C-A) rp + E(p2-r*)j (A41 
V 

a --J--iI;- 
psv2s 

(A-B) pq + E(qr-i,)) (A5) 

where the notation is that of the Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheets, with 

b2 = c for the longitudinal stability group. The dot represents diiYerentiatlon 

with respect to true time, and the disturbance is represented by the 

"coefficients" yB, 
% 

etc. The equations have to be rewritten for use on an 

enslogue computer, and a short-hand notation wes introduced for the quotient 

of the dimensional derivative and the mask (or moment of inertia), 

e.g. 

where a minus sign is introduced, if recessery, to make all-such quotients 

positive. The full list is given in the list of symbols, which also gives the 

definitions of the various Inertia ratios, following the suggestions of Ref.13. 

Por convenience, we also write a and p in place of f and F respectively. In 

the required form we have, 
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P = - Y;p + pa - r + YI; (A7) 

i ;: - L;P - L;" + L'~z. - L;, dp - Li co - bx qr + e;(pq+++ 5 

_ I 
6 m - M!$ - Miy b 1 - N;q + b; pr - e$p2-.r2) + s 

$ =I* Nip-N;pyN>-N:iop-bspq-e;(qr-$)+ 
3 

(Aa 

(Al 0) 

The rolling moment due to aileron, Li co, is included to represent the. 
' -. 

asyr?mstric aileron sotting neoossary on the free-flight models for flight path 

control. 

Equations of similar form have been studied analytically, after some 

simplifying assumptions have boon mado, e.g. in Rcfs.14,15 and 16. Vhon the _ 

disturbances arc small, tho product terms may bc noglectcd, so that the equations 

scparatc into the two femxlxar groups, oquations (A6) and (AY) giving the 

longitudincit short-period oscillation, 5nd equations. (A7), (l+8).and .(AlO),giving 

tho lateral nodes, usunlly two subsldonccs 5~3. tine Dutch-roll oscillation. 

Next, if 5 constant rate of roll, p, my, is,imposed on the system,-then with 

y<i) VI 9 and r assumed to be sm511, equ5tion (A8) dotormincs the now variable 

aileron input, and tho remaining four equations m5y ngain bo linearised; for 

. modarato roll rates, the charncter of tho response is&&r to that for- 

PO = 0, xnth two distinct oscillations corresponding to tho longitudinal short- 

period and the Dutch roll, but tith.froquendios and danpings dependent on p,. 

However, if p, is greater thnn the lowor of the natural frequencies of ths two 

uncoupled oscillations; ( h t,o "oritioal" roll rate), then the motion becomes 

divergent. These difforont typos of response also arise when the rats of roll.- 

is variable, and attains large magnitudes so that the equations can no longer 

be linoarisod. ,Tne longitudinal and latcr,al oscillations 5re no longer sinu- 

soidal, and rf p increases beyond the critical roll rate, the rosponso till 

divergo from oscil&tions about sore to osoillntions about the non-zero stendy 

stats values, i.e. autorotation. 
- . : 

The first analogue computations wore based on estimates and wind-tunnel _ 

mensurements of the derivatives, summarised in Ref.17; and calculated model. 

inertias. The estimated change of yating,momcnt due to sideslip xith inoidenco 

was small at low inoldcnccs, and so n was tnkon to be eero. As revised velucs 
VW 
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of some of the derivatives became avsilable from the free-flight tests, and the 

inert&s could be measured on the completed models, tine new information Was 

incorporated into the later computations. However, the changes made were not 

significant as regards the character of the response, and the values used for 

the results shown in the figures are given in Table 5. h constant height of 

5000 ft was assumed. . 

Various checks wcro made to ensure accuracy of the responses. The , . 
frequencies and dampings of the uncoupled longitudinal and lateral oscillations 

were calculated for each case considered, and were compared with those obtained 

from analysis of the computer results for the cases XI which the oscillations 

separated, as in Fig.@(b). For the responses which were oscillations about a . 
non--zero steady state, it PXLS possible to compare with the approximate steady 

state values (as doraved in section 3 below), and slso to reduce the magnitude 

of the input until the oscillations separated, and then check these responses. 

The frequency and damping of the longitudinal and lateral nodes, the approxi- 

mate steady state values, and the approximate frequency of the coupled 

oscillation, for the excmplcs shown in the figures, are given in Table 6. A. 

comparison was also made with results fmm a dlgitcl computer for one example, 

and although there werc'slight differcnccs In magnitude and phasing of the 

coupleCmoti.on, the agreement was thought to bo satisfactory; the tifferenoes 

were probably due to small errors in the potentaometer calibrations on the 

analogue computer. 

A.3 hnclytic approximations 

The frequencies and dempings of the uncoupled longitudinsl and lateral 

modes were obtained "exactly" from the linear simultaneous differentiril 
9 equations . Some of the properties of the coupled motion were also derived by 

making approximations to the coupled equations, as follows. 

A.3.1 Ste36.v states 

Since the si&ltaneous equations obtained by putting the accelerations 

and applied forces and moments to sero in equatzons (6) to (AIO) are non- 

linear, it is possible that non-zero solutions oxist. This was demonstrated 

by Pinsker '5 , who derived on npprotimation for the s-toady rate of autorotation, 

neglecting all the damping terms except sw, m and i . Thomas and Price 16 
9 P 

retained Cl.1 the usual derivatives in their analysis, tilch was for equations 

referred to principal Inertia axes, rind the corresponding calculation for the 

present equations referred to wind-body axes is given below. 
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The non-linear simultaneous equations to be solved may.be written in'the 

form‘ r 

q,as + P, P, = 9, (Al;) - 

ps as 
-yips = rs (Al 2) 

L; P, + L;, P, - L; r - e; P, q, = - Liw as P, + bx q, rs 
S 

(Al3). 

“A as + u; 9, - b; p, rs .I. a; p,' = e; r; (Al41 

N; .hJ - N' p 
_ P.-s 

- N; rs -bsp,q, = a;qsrS+N;wasPso (Al 5) 

For a first approximate solution, the terms written on the R.H.S. of 
equations (Alj) to (A15) were neglected, so that q, and rs may be substituted 

from oquat~ons (All) and (2.12). The conrtition that ths three resulting equations 

should be compatible, when considarod ns linear simultaneous equations in as 
leads to the solution p, = 0 or to the biquadratic, 

' p4 '[b' (b Ll;e! N') - e' (b L' -iI N')] 
s Y sp XP y er xr 

+ e; Z; fbs L'v -0,: N;+Y' (b L' v ii* -e; N;)jl 

+ (MAdi; Z;) [L; N;+N; L;+Y; (L; N;+N; L;)] = 0 . (Al@. 

. . * 
It has been shown 15 that motion about tho smaller critical roll rate, 

p,ri;, is unstable,*and dlvorges to the larger rato, p,. The corresponding , 

steady values of a s' P,, 9,s rs' may then be obtained. An attempt was made to 

derive a now value of ps from equation (Al&) by numerical iteration, but the 

process was found to bo divergent when tha terms on the R.H.S. 02 bquations (Al3) 

to (Al5) wore also included. However, tho approximations are sufficiently * ' 

accurate to use as.3 cheek on.the analogue computer results, and to give a guide 

to the criticd rate of roll. For the mo&ls under consideration, tho roots af 
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equation (Al8) are very close to Phillips' 14 approximation for the imposed 

constant roll rates, fi$ and )'hlG, which define the stability boundaries of the 

motion, (see Table 6). 

h-3.2 Frequency of coupled oscillations 

Tho equations of motion for small perturbations about the non-zero steady 

states are obtained by writing a = as + a', 6 = p, + F' etc. in equations (J'&) 

to (AlO), and may be linearised by neglecting second-order terms in the 

perturbations a', p' etc. In his treatment, Phillips 14 obtained the 

frequencies for the constrained motion, p = po 2: const, as = p, = q, = rs = 0, 

and neglecting damping terms, obtained the stability quartio 

n4 + II2 ("r-b; pj?j)(N;-bs P:) . 

At the steady state, p, = p, x 
II- 

~$h;T, and so only one non-zero frequency 

results, 

o = /-$l+bs+~)+N;-jl . (M99) 

For the autorotational state, (i.e. the roll rate is no longer controlled) the 

stability polynomial is a quintio, 

D n4+n2 c c M;+N;+as(L;+as L$ + l+b;bs+aE b b' > 1 x Y 
pz 

+ II;, L;,) 1 + M; pE(bx a;-bs) + N; pi 

+ as(L;+as L&) b;(l+bZ) p; + pi (A20) 

where again the damping terms have been neglected, but the aerodynamic coupling 

term, Liw, retained. The biquadratic factor has two non-zero roots, one being 

near Phillips' approximation 14 , and the other remaining finite hen the 

approximate steady state vslucs of as and p, are substituted. The numericsl 

values are given in Table 6 for some of the flight conditions considered. 

A.4 Response calculations 

1~4.1 Response to applied lateral disturbance 

It had been hoped that the free-flight tests would extend to a maximum 

Mach number of about 1.8, but it was found that, with tho model weight and 
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inertias, and the aircraft c.gl position, the Dutch-roll oscillation was I 

divergent, and so tho first analogue computations were for M = 1.6. The model 

was assumed to be ballasted to bring the c.g. to O*l$+ E, i.e. the aft limit of 

the aircraft c.g. The response tn a pulse rocket with a thrust of 140 lb wt, 

firing for 0.07 set (represented by a square wavo input) is shown in Fig.49(a), 

as angles of incidonco and sideslip, and angular velocities. The applied yawing 

moment , Nh, correspond9 to the maximum moment arm possiblo in the model, and a 

small rolling moment, Lp, due to the offset position of the pulse rockets, is 

also included. It is stun that tho response is violent, and becomes an undamped 

oscillation about non-sore values of the linonr and angular velocities. The 

critical roll rate, above which the motion divergas to the higher steady-state 

value, is of tho order of 20 rad/sec, and the approximate steady-stat0 values 

arc in good agreorcnt with the analogue computer results. !I310 frequency of 

tho coupled oscillation,'4*8 cycle9/sec, corresponds to the lower frequency 

given by equation (L.20) of 5.3 cyclcs/scc, rather than that given by 

equntlon (LIP), or the larger root of equation (L20). %en the applied yawing _ 

moment is halved, the critical roll rato is not attained, and the longitudinal 

and lateral modes sop&to (SW l?ig.49(b)). Tho periods and damping8 are in 

sntisfaotory agreement with those cnlculotod for tho uncouplc'd oscillations, 

although it is difficult to moas'urc the damping of the longitudinal mode 

accurately from tho size of response obtained on tho computer records. 

Since a reduction in pulse rocket size was impracticable, it was decided 

to movo the c.g. of tho model to a position further forward. This ChCJlge, 

together with tl,o incroasad inertia9 neaswod on a mod&, led to satisfactory 

responses, although the resulting chnnge in criticcl roll rate is negligible 

for the c.g: position finally chosen. Howover, with the docrensc in the pulse- 

rocket yawing moment arm, and increnao in yew inertia, the initial rate of yaw 

is roduccd, which leads to smeller nnglos of sidoslip, and so to-smaller rates 

of roll (from tho CVp term). The responses shown in Pig.50 aro for tho 

derivatives oorresponding to those obtained from tho free flight experiments. 

Analysis of tho sepnratod oscillatxons (i.c. to the right of the arbitrary 

dotted line in the i, and { responses) again gives results in reasonable agreement 

tith those for the modos considered independently of each other. On the basis. 

of theso rcaults, end similar ones for M = 1.2, it was decided to fly tho.modela 

with their C.g. at about O-28 c. 
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A.4.2 Response to applied longitudinal disturbance 

The responses to pulse rockets fired to produce square wave inputs of 

lift and pitching moment, of duration 0.07 seconds, were obtained at M = 1.2 

and M = q-6, with the model rotating at a roll rate of I.75 rad/seo (lOO"/sec). 

The cross-coupling terms have littlc effect, the roll rate remaining smell, 

and so the analysis of the longitudinal response of the free-flight models 

could be expected to be straightforward. 

A.4.3 Response to "separation" disturbance 

The fourth free-flight model flown in.the test series began to autorotate 

directly aftor it had separated from its booster rocket, and so a further 

investigation was made using the anelogue conputer, to see if the motion could 

be explained in terms of the aerodynamic and inortin characteristics of the 

model. The first three models had been launched at Ai = 1.5, but the initial 

velocity of the f'ourtii model was appreciably higher, which probably accountad 

for the difference in behaviour. However, the disturbances applied to the 

model at soRaration are completely random, (due to the complex flow about the 

rocket motor and slight misalignment of tho mounting), so that a check was 

needed on tho possible behaviour of future models. From previous experience, 

it was known that initial peak angles of incidence and sideslip immediately 

after separation could be of the order of +3' to +4', and the response to 

dzaturbances of such magnitude was first investigated, for the particular 

case of model 4. 

The magnitudes of the applied pitching and yawing moments Ml, and ND 

( square wves of 0.05 seo duration) were chosen so that the uncoupled responses 

in a and p gave initial peek v,alucs of about 4' (O-07 rad), see Fig.51(c). 

The responses wore then rocordod for all the combinations of signs of the 

simulated scpratlon disturbances. The constant rolling moment due to tho 

aileron setting was also included, to give a steady roll rate of 100°/seo 

(= I *75 rad/sec). It was found that the motion beccmo oscillatory about non- 

zero values of the angular and linear vClocitios if tho separation disturbance 

caused initial positive U and positive p, whereas with a and p both negative, 

or of opposite sign, the disturbance dampod out satisfactorily within about 

one second. Examples of each type of-response arc shoan in Figs.5l(a) and (b) 

for M 5 1.7. The critical roll rate is again about 20 r&/see, and the 

approximations to the steady state velucs are sho‘wn in Fig.!?l(a), where the 

two sets of responses show the effect of the 8v,S,tenn. With evv = 0, the 

oscillation about the steady state is divergent, and the approximations to tho 
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steady state vclues are good; but with 8A = -0.4, the Nnfd angle cf incidence 

is reduced, and the responses, particularly that in 6, indicate -the.Fresence of 

an additional mode of relatively long pcriod. Twc other oscillatory modes are 

present in both sets of responses, but the one with the higher frequency damp3 

out, so that it does not seem possible to analyse it. The frequency of the 

residual oscillation may be obtained from the>Pesponse in 5 (or p), giving 

6.3 cycles/set with 8vw = 
. . 

-0.4, and 5.9 cycles/se0 with Cvw = 0. .For the 

corresponding-appr&imate values obtain&l from equation (ASO), the vCKlue of as 

indicated by the ancilcgue.results was used from Fig.Y(a), (since the approxima- 

tion to as n33 derived neglecting L$m) to give the frequencies listed in 

Table 6". . The analogue results are again 01030 to the lower of the pair of 

approximate vaues. 

Having demonstrated that the autorotation due to disturbances at separation 

at M = I.7 is predictable using the equations of motion given in equations 6%) 

to (AIO), the calculations were repeated for separation at M = 1.4. 'The magni- 

tudes of the applied pitching and yawing moments were varied, until a limiting 

condition was found. With zero pitching moment, the yawing moment was incrensod 

negatively until autorotation occurred, the limiting peck angle of sideslip 

being about O*OY rnd (= 5'). This ia outside the range peviously observed on 

fret-flight.models, 3nd 30 the magnitude of the yawing moment wa3 decreased so 

that pmax = 4O, and the 1ismtin.g pitching moment was then found. For an initial 

peak.angle of dncidenco of about O-95 rad (2 3'), automtnt@n occurred if the 

aileron moment was put to zero, while the disturbance damped out normally with 

the applied constant roll rate of i *75 rad/aec. Similar limits on Gm, and 

P max ~m-o obtained for the simulation of a modal ballasted for the c.g. at the 

leading edge of the mean chord (0 c). Doubling the inertia in roll was found 

to alloviatc the problcn, but this was impractacal for the actual experiment. 

However, in the+light of this information, the mounting of the model on its 

booster rocket tns slightly altcrcd, to ensure minimum separation disturbance. 

6.4.4 Limitiw pulse-rocket disturbance 

A lateral Fulae-rocket disturbance at M = 1.7, of proposed teat magnitude, 

was also shown by tho computer to cau~c autorotation, and 30 it 5x13 decided to 

restrict the remaining model tests to a maximum Mach number of 1.5. 

-*f,lthcuE;h as is greatly reduced when evw is included, it was found that the - 

term a3 (L: + a3 L&) arising in equation (G'O), evaluated using the analogue 

value of-a S' is very close to aa L; evaluated tith the approximate vcZLue of a 9' 
so that the change in frequency due to evw is small. I . 
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It was then felt advisable to determine the limiting applied disturbance 

for satisfactory response at hl = 1.4. The weight, c.g. position ana moments of 

inertia of model 4 were retained, but revisod values of some derivatives were 

USed. The sign and magnitude of the yawing moment were varied, and some of the 

results are shown in Fig.52. The maximum positive yavd.ng moment was found to 

be about 700 lb ft (see F&.52(a)), and, as expected, the magnitude of the 

negative yawing moment which leads to near-critical roll rates is smeller. 

With zero rolling moment, the limit on $ 1s about -480 lb ft (Fig.52(b)). 

This data was used to decide on the firing sequence for the lnterel pulse 

rockets in the remaining free-flight models. Those mounted on the port side 

ahead of the c.g. were fired first (positive yawing moment) and the starboard 

ones during the later subsonic phase of flight. In the event, the negative 

moments did cause autorotation on two of the models at subsonx speeds. 

A.5 Comparison of computed and flight results 

Since the estimates and wind-tunnel measurements of the derivatives are 

ger%ral.ly in fairly close agreement with those obtained fmm the free-flight 

tests, the frequencies anal dampings of the uncoupled longitudinal and lateral 

oscdlations as measured from the analogue computer results'and in flight also 

agree well (c.f. Figs.4 and 50). Of more interest is the comparison of the 

autorotational characteristics. The variation of the mean roll rate has been 

obtsined from the models which autorotated (&.g.34) and agrees well with the 

t analogue results at hf = I.4 and 1.7. No anslo'gue computations have been done 

for subsonic speeds, but the approximation for the steady roll rate, 

equation (Ala), (which slightly overestimates the experimental and analogue 

results at supersonic speeds), gives p, = 720°/sec at Ai = O-7, based on 

estimates of the derivatives 10 . Although a little below the experimental 

value, the approximation indicates a similar variation with Mach number to that 

obtained experimentally. The frequency of the coupled oscillaticn present in 

the experimental responses at subsonic speeds is close to that given by 

Phillips' 14 approximation at M = 0.7 (see Fig.35) and the ratio p/m = const, 

indicated by equation (AIV), is substantiated. (Equation (A20) gives fre- 

quencies of.3.9 and 0.9 at M = O-7). It is not possible to derive the experi- 

mental freqencies at suporsonio speeds, as Model 4 decelerated so rapidly, 

but it is interesting to note that the predominant mode in the anslogue res- 

ponses seems to be the one with the lower frequency, while the logical extrapo- 

lation of the experimental curve lies closo to the higher frequency, see 

Fig.35. There is evidcnoe of a higher frequency mode being present in the 

analogue rcsponsos, e.g. Fig.51, but it does not scorn possiblo to analyse it. 



Table I 

SCHEDULE OF TESTS 
,- 

Model 
No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

. _ 
Purpose 

To check the design of the models 
.and the experimental techniques, 
and to obtain some approximate 
aerodynamic data. 

To measure longitudinal 
stability derivatives near 
zero lift. 

As model 2 but at lift 
coefficient3 near 0-i. 

To measure the transient effects 
of a simulated engine failure in 
supersonic flight, and to measure 
the effects on the stability 
derivatives of flying with one 
engine-cut, near zero lift. 

23 July1962 

As model 3. ' 29 Aug.1962 
. . . 

Date of 
flight 

2 Feb. 1962 

26 Mar.1962 

15 May I%2 

Flight behaviour - 

AtI8 = 1.3 the first lateral 
disturbance set up auto- 
rotation which persisted 
dovrn to M = 0.8. The rest 
of the flight was satis- 
factory and all systems 
worked correctly. 

En&rely satisfactory. 
Some longitudinal dis- 
turbances excited small- 
amplitude lateral oscil- * 
lations as well as longi- 
tudinal osciUati>ns. 

The pulse-rocket system 
failed after firing only 
twice. 

The model autorotated through 
out its flight. All systems 
,worked correctly. 

The pulse-rocket system fable 
completely. 

ach No. 
range Nea&rements obtain& 

Suff'icient to show tht 
design and instrumen- 
$ation to be satis- 
factory. Afew value: 
of longitudixil and 
lateral stability 
derivatives 17ere 
obtained. 

%7) llllly and (mq+ rn.J 

xith, in addition n 
and yv. v 

A fen values of the - 
longitudinal deriva- 
tives, and of nv and 

YV’ 

Trim, roll'rates and 
oscillation fre- , 
quencies during auto- 
rotation. 

Drag, trim and duct _ 
pressures only. 
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Bode1 
NC. 

PUrpOSL? 
' Date of &light behaviour iMach No.1 

flight ~ kango 
Measurcmcnts cbtaine 

6 To measure lateral' stability<. 5 Dec.1762 S3tisfactory until auto- I.43 : All the required 
derivatives at all spaeds and rotation was sot up by a 

0:;6 
measurements at 

longitudiml stability deriva- I lateral disturbance at Mach'nunbors down to 
tivcs at high subsonic speeds, kf = O-87. The autorptation 0.87. At lower Hach 
near eerc lift. b persisted for the r,cst of ~ + nmbcrs, data on 

the flight. trin, rcll rotcs and 
, oscillation frc- 

quencies during' . 
autorctation. 

7 f&s model 4. 26 Mar.1 963 The tolcnotry channel trms- l-47 Longitudinal ddriva- 
mittfng angular nccclcrntion 
in rcll f2ilcd $ second after 0°K 

tivcs at all I.&h 
numbers down to 0.8: 

tlic nodal lcf$ the ground. All 
other systcns worked &rectly. '. 

Only yv 3rd nv could 

i&utorotntion nx?:: sot cp by a be obtained from the 

lot&d d-sturboncc atI1 = 0.8 lateral motion.. 

and persisted i%r the rest of 
the flight. 

8 To measure longitudinal 5 Feb. 1964 ia intomittont fault' occurred I.47 illl.tho2-cquirod 
stability dorivatlves at all %n the data channel telc- to moasurenonts. No 
speeds and later?1 stability motori& angulnr accclcration o-74 datn -ifem lost or 
derivatlvcs at transonic in mll. All other systcns degraded by the 
speeds, near serc lift. xcrkcd correctly and tine? was ir.termittent fault 

no autorotation. in'tho telemetry I 
. equipment. 



Table 2 

MODEL Xl3IG1iT AND INERTIA CHARACTERISTICS 
1 . . -- 

Hozlents of inertia were measured about axes through the k.g., parallel.and nornal to the Horizontal Datum 

Model number 

Weight (lb) 

c.g. position, as a fractLon of C 

Moment of inertia in roll; A (slug ft*) 

Moment of inertia in pitch, B (slug f't*) 

Moment of inertia in yew, c (slug ft*) 

Product of inertia, 9 (slug ft*> 

Inclination of principal axes to horizontal 
datum (degrees) 

Inertia coefficients: iA 

% 

iC 

53 

1’ 2 3 4 

!co !Ol 202 205 

0.257 0.264 O-260 O-264 

0.933 0.943 0.854 0.923 

16.663 17,122 16.777 17.164 

47.515 17.860 17.749 17.940 

O-145 O-l@ 0.147 O-149 

3 

0.06; 

I*104 

1.2~5 

O*OlO 

$ 

0*063 

l-097 

I*?28 

0~010 

& 

O-057 

l-077 

1.484 

O*OlO 

4 1 

oG60 0.059 

1.004 l-092 

1.176 l-183 

0~010 o-020 

5 6 

toy 210 

O-247 0.259 

0.920 O-918 

17.626 17.168 

18,382 17.895 

0.305 0.l&3 

+ $ 
0 -056 oG63 

1 ,058 1.095 

I *IL&s 1.186 

0~009 O*OlO 

7 a 

202 !I3 

0.262 0.262 

0.945 O-953 

17.089 17G98 

17.822 18.562 

O-147 0.231 

2. 

0,060 

I.076 

I.172 

0.015 





Table 4. _ 

POSITIONS OF ACCEUROMETXRS 

The coordinates of each instrument are given in inches as follows: 

x’ form@ from the c.g. 
Y stkboard from'the'nodel ckntre line _) 
e ddmmds from the Horizontal Datum , 

coxdlnste 

node1 number 

c.g. 

~.a. (hiah ronse) 

art 

Lateral IOrwaM 

c.g. 

fin , 

LaE@CUdlUil 

&lw1ar amelemmeter 

,ROll 

Nose rrobe (tip) 

7 T x z 

4 6 

1.38 0.13 

0.16 1.37 

0.16 - 

c.12 1.24 

3.0 1.43 

2.16 1.15 

0.06 -0.65 

0.16 - 1 

I. ., 
0.48 0.65 

- - 

0.10 

1.45 

5.38 

2:2u 

1.63 

0757 

-* 

0' 

1 

7 

- 

I 

!  

I 

, 

!  

i 

I 

-L 

2 3 ‘4 5 6 

16.4E 

- L31 

-26.9; 

16.4E 

- 1.55 

-27.7; 

-13.2t 

51.11 

4 6 7 a 7‘ a 

I 

17.81 15.02 

- 0.03 - 3.03 

- - 

-26.44 2.73 

17.81 15.02 

- o.ce - a.03 

-27.33 -27.73 

- - 

-12.33 -12.43 

Cl.33 50.92 

17.25 17.2; 

0 . o.G6 

0 . 0.06 

-28.P .28.76 

0 . 0.06 

- 1.50 1.56 

15125 

0 

0 

9.26 

36.10 

0 

-27.76 

i 1.74 

-12.62 

52.07 51.94 52.06 

449 

-0.19 

0.46 

0 

-0.11 
I, 

__ 

17.21 

- o.G4 

- o.ui 

-28.74 

- G.04 

-. 

- 1.54 

52.01 

@ 

G.46 

1.29 

0 

0 

1.22 

0 

0'. 

. . 

0 

- 

0 

0.83 

-0.28 

0 

-0.80 

0.16 

: 

0 

2- 

0 

0.81 

-3.2 

0 

-0.81 

w 

0 

-- 

3.09 

1.45 

.- 

0.14 

2.26 

1.63 

a.52 

1.(15 

- 

3 

I - 

5 

I 

, , ,  , , , , ,  ,,,_, , ,  , , ,  , ,  , , , , . , ,  lil,, ,.,,,i, , , ,  ,,~. , , , ,  , , ,  , , , , ,  c / ,  . ,  ,a 



Fig. No. 

c.g. 

w (lb) 

A 
B 

C 

E i' 

lug ft2) 

YB(lb wt) 

LB 
3 

(lb ft) 

33. 

yv 
2 w 

&v 
8 VW 
e 

P 

er 
m w 

m. w 

% 
n v 

n VW 

"P 
n r 

Table 5 

DAT.'. USED FOB R%POXSES SHOW IN FIGS.49~52 

s = 4.88 sq ft; 8 q I.58 ft; s = A.55 ft 

49 

1 *,6 1 -6 

o-44 c 0.28 -d 

186 202 

I.07 1 -08 

10.7 15.7 

Il.4 16.4 

0'352 0.352 

140 
.I 

14.0 . 
for 7 for 

+35 

I 

OG7 +35 

Li 

0.07 
see se0 

408 -378 

-0.375 -0.375 

-I*&2 -1.lj.2 

-0 ~088 -0 :088 

0 0 

-0.175 -0.175 

0.115 a.:31 

-0.342 -O-.%3 _ 

-0*094 -0.108 

-o-y31 -0.505 _ 

0.093 O*l$ 

0 0 - 

O*OlO O*OlO 

-0.71 -0.74 

50 T 51 

1.7 

0.264 ; 

!05 

0.923 

j7.16 

17.94 

0.149 

-0.365 

-1.37 

-0.003 

-0'4 or 0 

-0.172 

0.127 

-0.539 

-0.099 

-0.694' 

0~1.20 

0 

0.012 

-0*719 

52 

l-4 

0,264 : 

!05 

0.923 

17.46 

17.94 

o-149 

- , 200 

1 for 
- f 

I 
0.05 
set 

- 2 

-0.398* 

-I*$' 

-0.094 

-0.6 

-0*183'* 

0.141 

-0.575 

-0.160 

-0-77s 

0.206' 

0 

0~002 

-0.783 

%cpermental free flight values. 

**Confirmed by later experiments. 
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Table 6 

CALCULATED CHT~W~CTERISTICS OF THE RESPONSES 

Fig. No. 

M 

Uncoupled motion 

Longitudinal 

u, b/s 1 

% 
Lateral 

v2 (c/s) 
C3 
-5 

Coupled motion 

Approx. steady state 

3 ' crit 

dv v > (rad/sec) 
+P, 

JM’ w J 

9 s j (raa/sec) 
ipprox. frequencies 

3quation (h19) 
i 

squation (MO), L' = 0 '*(o/s) 

Zqwtion (MO), (Zth 
analogue as) i 

49 

I -6 

- 
50 

- 
I *6 

6.29 6-4 ‘7.14 6.02 

i-23 l-5 1’44 > 1.27 

.2-68 

2-04 
3’15 3.15 

1.86 _ 2.14 

20.2 

19.8 

42.7 

39’5 

0.28 

o-067 

I.65 

12.2 

19.5 21'4 

19-o ?0*5 

45 ‘4 38.6 

444 . 38.1 

0.36 0'29 

0 *059 oa61 

I.22 I -26 

16.5 il:3 

3.1 
2.3' 

!I -9 

!I -4 

2.9 

.I -1 

- 

12'7 

2.0, 8:2 

I+; 8.0 

,IlrO 

0.5, 6.1 

0.1, 6.1 



lateral acceleration of the o.g., as a multiple of g 

moment of in&& in roll, slug ft2 

I = (C - B)/A- - 

,= (C - A)/E ' : 

e (B - A)/C . 

moment of inertia in pitch, slug ft2 

geometric mean chord of gross wing, ft 

'moment of inertia in yaw, slug-ft2 

lift coefficient 3 = force/$p v?5 
arag ooefficien 

number oi cycles to half kplitude 

distanoe,of longitudinal ~oc.sl~ point~from c.g., ft 

distance of lateral focal'point from c.g., ft 

= E/A _. 

= E/B 

= E/C 

product 6f inertia,, %lUg ft2 : 
acbeleration due to gravity, ft/sec2' 

= A/ms2 

= B/m;* 
I C/ms2 

$2; 

= LJpSVs2 

= LJpSVs 

=- Lv,./P Se 
=L ps+ 

d 
rolling moment, lb ft 

king mom&'&e to pulse rocket, lb ft. 

=kgp - E 

Z-L A 
4 

= alJar 

=L A d 
= aL/av 



SYMSOLS (Contd) 

L VW = 31Jav a~ = a(~~)/a~ 

=;w = -Lv/A 

> 
3 ar.Jac 

E; 
= -L A 

s/ 
m mass of model, slugs 

% 
: :$$ 

mq 
m = M psv; w I/ 
mm w = M.&SE2 

Efach number; pitching moment, lb ft 

L pitching moment due to pulse rocket, lb ft 

=? B 
54 

2 pitching moment due to boosterrocket separation, lb ft 
M = abaq 

117 = -11 B 
blq =a aw hi 
vi; = -M@ 

M. = aM/d+ 

M& = 4I.p 

33 
= ;i$;;; 

"P =P 
n ZJ r Nd@Vs2 
n = N psvs v J 
n = NvJpSs 

N” yawing moment, lb ft 

NB yarning moment due to pulse rocket, lb ft 

Nrs =N C d 

ND yawing moment due to booster-rocket sepratlon, lb ft 

N = aN/ap 

NY Z-N C 
d 

N” = aN/ar 

NY = -NdC 

Nr = aN/av 

N’: = NJC 

Nzw = a%/av aw = a(ivJ/aW 

N:w = -N$ 
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SYMBOLS (Contd) 

P 

Porit 
PO 

ps 
P m&x 
P elch 
4 

4s 
r 

I‘ 
s 

8 

s 

t 

z 

v 

V 

w 

PI 

x 

Y 

rate of roll, rad/sec unless specified otherwise 

critical value of p 

applied steady rate of roll 

steady-state velue of p 

pressure at maximum cross-section of duct 

duct exhaust pressure 

rate of pitch, rad/seo 
steady state value of q 

rate of yaw, rad/sec 

steady-state vslue of r 

semi-span of gross wing, ft 

area of gross wing, ft? 

time, set 

= m/psv 

sideslip velocity, ft/sec 
forward velocity, ft/sec 

vertical velocity, ft/scc 

weight of model, lb 

distance forward from the c.g., ft unless specified otherwise 
distance to starboard from the model centre-line, ft unless'specified 
otherwise 

5 YJpSV 

1 Y&d 

side force, lb 

side force due to pulse rocket, lb 

e Y$mV 
5 ay/av 

P -Y& 

distance downward from the horieontal datum, ft unless specified 
otherwise 

= z$ps? 
E ZdQsv 
normal foroo, lb 

normal force due to pulse rocket, lb 

=I$c = 

e -2Jm 
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S?hmOLS (conta) 

a c w/V = angle of-incidence, rad 
a steady-stat6 value of a 

ps -I v/V = angle of sideslip, rad 

ps stea_dy-state value of p 

xl 
oxponenkt index of longitudiml damping 

x2 exponential index of lateral‘ damping. 

h L = q/psa = density ratio in longitudinal equations 

p2 = m/pSs = density ratio in lateral equations 
u frequency of coupled oscillations, cyoles/sec 

y1 
. frequency of:the longitudinal short-period ?scillation, cyoles/sec 

v2 froquonoy of the Dutoh roll, cyclos/seo 

go . ailoron angle, ma . 

P air d0nsity, slug/St3, 

w = 2m, rsd/sec 

Wl - .= 27T~,.rad/scc . ~ 
w2 = 2%~~ rad(sa0 

W nl = 
(wf + xy = longitudinal undmpod natural frequency, rad/soo 

w n2 
= 2' 2.3 !w2 + x2) = 1atcrsJ undanpcd natu& frequency, rad/soo 
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The aemdynamic eIrccts Of 8 sudden engine fal1u-e VieIT proaxed at 
1, = 1.3 on Cm models, but. the response “as “e~llzzlbls. ‘The sidesllp 
derlwtlves nv and y,, were considerably reduced at transonlc speeds by 

flyl”~: with a slmuL?.Ced idle enpIne. 

Four or the models autorotated aiter lateral dlstwix.nccs. Some of th 
ch~~mcteristics Of this behaviour Pave bee” detemfned Worn the flight 
reco~d.5 and by sl”~“P&In~ the m~tlo” on a” analo~e com~tcr. 

The aemdy~mlc efPects of a sudden engine failure wem mduced at The aemdyrramlc effects of a sudden engine failure were produced at 
,I I 1.3 on tva rwdels, b”t tne response was neglielble. T,%? sideslip H = 1.3 on tm, models. but tne reswnse ias “eglleible. The sidcsllp 
der‘vatives nv and yv were considerably m&aced at tm”so”lc speeds by 

flying witn a simulated idle engine. 

derivatives “” and yv were considerably redl;ced at t~dn~onlc spxds by 

fly@ vlth a simulated ldle englnc. 

Few of the models a~.torotated after lateral distu-bances. Some of the 
ckaracterlsticS of Lhls bwaviour have bee” determined from tile flight 
records and by simulating the motion on an analogue computer. 

-. . . . -. 
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